




features,” Niemeier said. “To preserve while its top follows the ceiling’s slope.

the light yet divide the space, we creat- In addition, the walls are capped differ-

ed walls that go only partially up to the ently, as buildings are in a city, with dif-

ceiling, allowing the natural light to ferent materials such as wood and dry-

penetrate the space while still organizing wall. In some areas, the walls are

it into various departments and rooms.” stepped out like townhouses.

Niemeier’s concept varied the height

and appearance of the walls according

to the function of each department. In

effect, he created a small “city within a

city” with terracing walls and other

urban-inspired details. Offices that

required more privacy have higher

walls, while those of support staff,

which are farther into the space, have

walls as low as 4 feet.

“So many varying walls created good

breaks for the paint colors,” Niemeier

explained. “The pallet includes several

shades of earth-tone beige punctuated

with rich colors such as periwinkle,

terra cotta and forest green. In the cen-

tral hallway, we used a special tech-

nique of hand-painted squares that

radiate outward in shades of beige.

They’re a play on the punched-opening

windows in those walls.”

Many of these walls are constructed at

unusual angles. The length of the wall

in the front hall is canted outward,

The design uses other materials and

architectural elements reminiscent of

an urban landscape. Details in drywall,

metal and wood, as well as glass win-

dows in the walls of inner offices, reflect

the variety of a city.

Partnership Produces
Design Details

The heart of this design was in the

unusual use of materials to create unique

details throughout the building. These

treatments were possible only through a

close working relationship between

Niemeier and contractor Orlando.

“This project was a success in large

degree because we were able to work’

with our contractor early on to find

innovative solutions,” Niemeier said.

Both architect and contractor came up
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with an answer for lighting. The building already had the typi- ble of creating it ourselves,” Niemeier said. “It announces that

cal, long banks of flourescent lighting found in many retail stores. this is an area of transition and feels different from anywhere else

While they weren’t overly attractive in appearance, Niemeier in the building. The lighting above the Curvatura filters through
realized that keeping them would save thousands of dollars forits perforated aluminum panels to create an interesting pattern

the client-money that could be spent on other details, on the walls. The pattern we chose reminded me of the metal

fire stairs on city buildings.”
It was Niemeier’s close working

relationship with Orlando,

which stretches back seven

years to Marketing Mix’s first

space build-out, that produced

a solution to the lighting dur-

ing the design stage. After

meeting on the site a number

of times and talking through

the client’s lighting needs,

Niemeier proposed a design

using perforated metal shields,

which would cover the bulbs

and diffuse the light. Orlando

suggested they create custom-

made metal housing to hold

the shields that would bend

around the existing lights.

Orlando worked with the

HVAC contractor, who used

galvanized steel for the housing

that matched the exposed duct

work throughout the space. He

had a catalog supplier of metal

products make the perforated metal covers. They then replaced

the old bulbs with SP flourescent bulbs for warmer lighting.

“This solution cost us only $3,000 for 300 lights and created

a very contemporary, industrial-style look,” Orlando said.

“We easily could have spent $30,000 or more on new fixtures

otherwise.”

The design repeats the use of metal detailing in the main hall-

way, where a unique ceiling system was used to define the

space. Niemeier specified the Curvatura 3-D ceiling system.

The approximately 50-foot long ceiling panel, which was

hung from the roof’s central low-point, undulates like a metal

wave across the ceiling, creating a dramatic effect and bringing

the hallway down to a more human scale.

“This ceiling has a custom look without the expense and trou-

Niemeier was able to create a

customized curve with the

ceiling system by specifying

the radius and length he need-

ed. “We then suspended the

system with aviation wire—

rather than standard ceiling

wire—for a straight, clean,

almost invisible look. The

Curvatura looks like an art

piece in and of itself,” he said.

N i e m e i e r  a n d  O r l a n d o

achieved yet another unusual

look with their choice of

flooring. While they installed

carpeting for acoustical rea-

sons in offices and work sta-

tions, circulation areas had

f loor ing made f rom the

woodchip board normally

used as an exterior substrate

on walls and roofs.

“Using this material was a successful experiment for both of

us,” Niemeier said. “I had seen it used elsewhere and knew it

would be a durable and inexpensive alternative to hardwood

flooring. It creates a unique, warm look that stands up to

heavy use and hides stains well.”

They finished the floor with up to six coats of polyurethane.

“The particle board is very porous, so it took the finish readily,”

Orlando said. “We kept applying coats until the polyurethane

stood on the surface to create a mirror-smooth finish.”

The Irony of Project Parameters

Both Niemeier and Orlando agree that the project’s budget

limitations and design parameters as dictated by the space actu-

ally ended up being an advantage rather than a disadvantage.

continued on page 30
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Ceiling, continued from page 28

“I’m really glad we had those given lim-

itations, because they made us concen-

trate on cost-effective, creative solu-

tions,” Niemeier said. “We probably

made better decisions with the limita-

tions rather than if we’d just had unlim-

ited money to work with.”

“We enjoy working on unusual pro-

jects such as this one where we can

truly use our expertise,” Orlando

said.
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